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INTRODUCTION

FINAL SCLERAL LENS

Radial keratotomy (RK) is a refractive surgical
procedure developed in 1974 to reduce reliance on
corrective lenses. A diamond blade is used to create
corneal incisions to flatten the cornea in order to
correct myopia and astigmatism. Due to the nature of
the technique, myriad complications arose in the
years to follow including corneal scarring, unstable
vision, severe dry eye, neovascularization and an
increased risk of infection. Although RK is not
practiced much anymore, it is something that we
currently manage.
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Scleral lenses are a large diameter rigid gas permeable
lens that completely vaults over the cornea and lands
on the sclera. They are designed to accommodate
various corneal conditions including dry eye, corneal
irregularities, and corneal ectasias.
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RESULTS

The recommended follow up for scleral lenses is
10-14 days, 1 month, 3 months and every 6 months
after that.
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CONCLUSION

Manifest Refrac<on
OD: +2.50 – 2.50 X 065 20/200
OS: +2.25 – 1.25 X 140 20/50

Sufficient corneal oxygenation is crucial for corneal
rehabilitation from radial keratotomy complications
and for maintaining corneal health.
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Oxygen transmission (Dk/t) is inversely correlated to
lens thickness. As lens thickness increases, oxygen
transmission decreases. Reduced oxygenation to the
cornea can create countless issues: edema,
neovascularization, increased risk of infection and
inflammatory reactions, etc. In particular, oxygen to
the limbal stem cells is vital for corneal repair and
renewal.

In post-RK patients, SynergEyes VS is ideal due to its
thin lens design, which allows for increased oxygen
aiding in corneal healing.

INITIAL EXAMINATION

Slit Lamp Examina<on
OU: Trace blephari.s, 4+ conjunc.val injec.on, RK scars
with 5mm neovasculariza.on, trace nuclear sclerosis

At the 6-week follow up appointment, there was
significant regression of neovascularization in both
eyes. Conjunctival injection had also improved OU.
The patient’s vision improved to 20/20 OU at
distance and near and he was able to comfortably
wear his scleral lenses for 14-15 hours a day.

The scleral lenses on both eyes had adequate central
(269um OD, 163um OS) and limbal clearance. The
tangential edge shows a smooth, even landing
without conjunctival vessel impingement or edge
lift.

CASE SUMMARY
Fifty-six year old Caucasian male presented with
complaints of blurry vision and contact lens
discomfort in both eyes. He had a history of radial
keratotomy performed on both eyes in 1983 and had
been wearing hybrid contact lenses for the past 12
years. Upon slit lamp examination, it was noted that
he had 4+ injection 360 degrees and severe corneal
neovascularization. These follow surgical incisions in
both eyes. The decision was made to refit the
patient with Synergeyes VS, which comes in a very
with a very high Dk material – Menicon Z. It may be
fit with minimal corneal vaulting to allow for high
oxygen permeability.
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